Abstract. This work focuses on a class of elliptic boundary value problems with diffusive, advective and reactive terms, motivated by the study of three-dimensional heterogeneous physical systems composed of two or more media separated by a selective interface. We propose a novel approach for the numerical approximation of such heterogeneous systems combining, for the first time: (1) a dual mixed hybrid (DMH) finite element method (FEM) based on the lowest order Raviart-Thomas space (RT0); (2) a Three-Field (3F) formulation; and (3) a Streamline Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) stabilization method. Using the abstract theory for generalized saddle-point problems and their approximation, we show that the weak formulation of the proposed method and its numerical counterpart are both uniquely solvable and that the resulting finite element scheme enjoys optimal convergence properties with respect to the discretization parameter. In addition, an efficient implementation of the proposed formulation is presented. The implementation is based on a systematic use of static condensation which reduces the method to a nonconforming finite element approach on a grid made by three-dimensional simplices. Extensive computational tests demonstrate the theoretical conclusions and indicate that the proposed DMH-RT0 FEM scheme is accurate and stable even in the presence of marked interface jump discontinuities in the solution and its associated normal flux. Results also show that in the case of strongly dominating advective terms, the proposed method with the SUPG stabilization is capable of resolving accurately steep boundary and/or interior layers without introducing spurious unphysical oscillations or excessive smearing of the solution front.
Introduction and motivation
The study of heterogeneous physical systems composed of two or more media separated by selective interfaces is a topic of utmost relevance in applied sciences. Indeed, many applications in biology [28, 50, 46, 13] , materials science [40, 41, 30] , nanoelectronics [4] and geophysics [31, 2] , to name a few, are characterized by interface phenomena that play a crucial role in determining the transmission of physical quantities between different media and/or between different regions within the same medium.
The present work focuses on a class of mathematical problems directly motivated by the aforementioned applications. Specifically, we consider a stationary advectiondiffusion-reaction problem in a three-dimensional volume, denoted by Ω ⊂ R 3 , whose physical properties may vary in space, thereby leading to an elliptic second-order partial differential equation with variable coefficients. In addition, we account for the presence 1 , AURELIO GIANCARLO MAURI 1 , AND GIOVANNA GUIDOBONI 2 of a selective internal interface, denote by Γ, which is geometrically represented by a two-dimensional manifold in Ω and on which we impose suitable transmission conditions to ensure the balance of flux density across the interface and to model segregation phenomena that may occur within the interface itself. For example, the mathematical setting considered in this article may be used to describe superficial chemical processes involved in semiconductor crystal growth [14] or mass transport and reaction mechanisms occurring at the cellular scale across the membrane lipid bilayer [51] . The fact that many driving processes actually occur at internal interfaces poses serious challenges for the numerical solution of the class of problems described above. In particular, in order to obtain physically-relevant solutions it is crucial to maintain the main physical features associated with interfacial phenomena from the continuous to the discrete level, including the continuity of flux density at the interface. Many numerical approaches have been proposed for the solution of elliptic problems in spatially heterogeneous domains. In particular, domain decomposition methods have been proven to be very effective in dealing with partitions in the volume, which may result from physical heterogeneities in the medium and/or from artificial partitioning aimed at reducing the computational costs of large-scale problems. Many different discretization techniques have been utilized within the context of domain decomposition methods, including finite elements, spectral elements and finite volumes. We refer to [39] for a complete overview of theoretical and computational properties of the domain decomposition approach.
Motivated by the need of accurately capturing interface phenomena, in this work we propose a novel numerical approach that combines, for the first time:
(1) a Dual Mixed Hybrid (DMH) finite element method (FEM) in order to ensure that: (i) the solution (or primal variable) verifies the given partial differential equation within each element (see [43] ); (ii) the flux (or dual variable) associated with the solution is continuous across elements (see [18, 42] ); and (iii) both primal and dual variables satisfy optimal error estimates (see [9, 44] ); (2) a Three-Field formulation (3F), typical of domain decomposition approaches, in order to account for interfacial discontinuities within the weak formulation of the problem (see [10, 39, 11] ); (3) a Streamline Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) stabilization method in order to gain the required amount of numerical stability without significantly spoiling the accuracy of the computed solution due to excessive crosswind smearing (see [12, 27] ).
We remark that the pair of Lagrange multipliers introduced within the 3F formulation is a natural fit for the DMH FEM functional framework (see [10, 39] ). In addition, the use of static condensation allows us to eliminate variables defined in the interior of each element in favor of the sole hybrid variable, thereby obtaining a final algebraic system structurally analogous to that of a standard primal-based finite element approach (see [6] and [9, Chapter 5] ). The proposed stabilized DMH-RT0 FEM scheme is analyzed at both the infinite and finite dimensional levels using the abstract theory of saddle-point problems; its wellposedness and optimal error estimates are proved under suitable assumptions on the data. A series of simulations is performed to validate the accuracy and robustness of the novel method via comparison between numerical and analytical solutions in threedimensional test cases. Results show that the proposed stabilized DMH-RT0 FEM scheme (i) satisfies the theoretical findings even in the presence of marked interface jump discontinuities in the solution and its associated flux; and (ii) is capable of accurately resolving steep boundary and/or interior layers without introducing spurious unphysical oscillations or excessive smearing of the solution front.
An overview of the article is as follows. Section 2 introduces the mathematical model and the physical meaning of interface and boundary conditions. Section 3 presents the weak formulation of the problem through the novel DMH method proposed in the article and the analysis of its well-posedness through the general theory reported in A.1. Section 4 presents the Galerkin approximation of the DMH weak problem studied in Section 3 and the analysis of its well-posedness through the general theory reported in A.2. Section 5 addresses the issue of how to efficiently implement the proposed DMH-RT0 FEM scheme via static condensation whereas Section 6 describes how to introduce a mechanism of stabilization into the DMH-RT0 FEM scheme to prevent the onset of spurious unphysical oscillations when the problem becomes advection-dominated. Section 7 is devoted to the spectral analysis of the stabilized diffusion tensor. Section 8 provides a thorough discussion of the numerical simulations conducted to validate the accuracy and stability of the novel DMH-RT0 FEM scheme. Section 9 gives a summary of the content of the work and an overview of future investigations.
Mathematical model
Let Ω be an open polyhedral subset of R 3 and let ∂Ω ≡ Σ denote the boundary of Ω on which an outward unit normal vector n is defined (see Figure 1 is the union of two subregions Ω 1 and Ω 2 , whose boundaries are denoted by ∂Ω 1 and ∂Ω 2 , respectively. The two subregions are separated by the interface Γ = ∂Ω 1 ∩ ∂Ω 2 . For any function w : Ω → R, we denote by w 1 and w 2 the restrictions of w to Ω 1 and Ω 2 , respectively. We also denote by w 1 | Γ and w 2 | Γ the traces on Γ of w 1 and w 2 , respectively. For each point y ∈ Γ, we define two unit normal vectors n 1 (y) and n 2 (y) outwardly directed with respect to Ω 1 and Ω 2 , respectively, for which it holds n 1 (y) + n 2 (y) = 0. Thus, the three-dimensional problem considered in this article 1 , AURELIO GIANCARLO MAURI 1 , AND GIOVANNA GUIDOBONI 2 reads:
The dependent variables of the problem are u and J. In the remainder of the article, we shall refer to u as the primal variable and to J as the dual variable. The meaning of this terminology is related to the variational principles associated with the solution of system (1) (see [9] ). Equation (1a) is a stationary conservation law in which the quantity g − ru represents a net production rate of the physical quantity modeled by the function u, with r = r(x) and g = g(x) denoting nonnegative and bounded given functions of space. The given advection field v = v(x) is assumed to be piecewise smooth over Ω, whereas the diffusivity tensor µ is assumed to be a multiple of the identity, namely µ(x) = µ(x)I, where I is the identity tensor in R 3 and the function µ satisfies the following bound
Equations (1c) and (1d) are the transmission conditions enforced on the interface Γ. Equation (1c) expresses the balance of flux density across the interface separating the two subdomains, where the given function σ = σ(x) represents a superficial source or sink over the interface. Equation (1d) expresses the mechanism of segregation occurring within the interface, where the nonnegative function κ = κ(x) represents a local equilibrium constant [51] . In particular, if κ = 1 and σ = 0, problem (1) corresponds to a multidomain formulation of the advection-diffusion-reaction equation (1a)-(1b) over the whole domain Ω. Equation (1e) expresses the boundary condition on the external surface of Ω, where α = α(x), β = β(x) and γ = γ(x) are given functions. In particular, we assume that
We remark that Equation (1e) corresponds to a Robin boundary condition in the case γ > 0 and to a Dirichlet boundary condition in the case γ = 0. For the sake of simplicity, in the remainder of the article (with the sole exception of Section 8), we assume κ to be a positive constant and γ = 1.
Dual mixed hybrid weak formulation
The weak formulation of problem (1) is obtained by extending the DMH method (see [48, 42, 20, 21, 23] ) to include Lagrange multipliers for the interface conditions (1c) and (1d), in the spirit of the 3F formulation (see [10, 39, 11] ). For the sake of clarity, we begin by describing the functional setting in Section 3.1, followed by the geometrical discretization of the domain in Section 3.2, the derivation of the weak formulation in Section 3.3 and the study of its well-posedeness in Section 3.4.
3.1. Functional setting. Let us denote by S an open bounded subset of R 3 having a boundary ∂S. Throughout the article, we will utilize the functional spaces L 2 (S), H 1 (S) and H(divS), endowed with the usual L 2 −, H 1 − and H(div)− norms denoted by · 0,S , · 1,S and · H(div;S) , respectively, with div denoting the divergence operator. We will also utilize the trace theorems, which involve the functional space H 1/2 (∂S) and its dual H −1/2 (∂S) endowed with the norms:
We refer to [48, 44, 9] and references cited therein for definitions and mathematical properties of the above mentioned functional spaces. In addition, we will denote by (·, ·) S the scalar product in L 2 over S and, for simplicity, we will use the shortened notation (·, ·) i for the scalar product in L 2 over Ω i .
Geometrical discretization.
Let {T h } h>0 denote a family of regular triangulations of the computational domain Ω made of closed tetrahedral elements K (cf. Definition 3.4.1 of [38] ), where the positive quantity h represents the discretization parameter. We assume that each partition of the family satisfies the admissibility criteria of [38] , Section 3.1. We also assume that each subdomain Ω i , i = 1, 2, is exactly covered by the elements of T h and we denote by T h,1 and T h,2 the restrictions of T h to Ω 1 and Ω 2 , in such a way that Ω = T h,1 ∪ T h,2 and Γ = T h,1 ∩ T h,2 . This latter property amounts to assuming that the two partitions connect in a conforming manner at the interface. For more general geometrical approaches and related numerical schemes, we refer to [39] in the context of domain decomposition methods, to [16] in the context of Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin finite elements and to [24] in the context of Extended finite element methods. For every K ∈ T h , we denote by h K the diameter of K and we let h := max
denote by ∂K the boundary of K and by n ∂K the outward unit normal vector on ∂K.
For each pair of neighbouring elements K 1 and K 2 belonging to T h , we define their common face as F := ∂K 1 ∩ ∂K 2 . Correspondingly, we introduce the following sets of faces:
• F h : the set of faces belonging to T h ; • F h,int : the subset of faces belonging to the interior of Ω but not to Γ;
• F h,Γ : the subset of faces belonging to Γ;
• F h,Σ : the set of faces belonging to the domain boundary Σ. The set F h,int can be divided into the sum of the two disjoint sets F h,int,1 (faces in the interior of Ω 1 ) and F h,int,2 (faces in the interior of Ω 2 ). Analogously, F h,Σ can be divided into the sum of the two disjoint sets F h,Σ 1 (faces on Σ 1 ) and F h,Σ 2 (faces on Σ 2 ). According to these decompositions we have:
We also define the sets:
3.3. The DMH weak formulation. For every set S ∈ R 3 , let us introduce the following subspace of H(div; S)
Then, we introduce the following spaces on the partitioned triangulation:
Remark 3.1. Functions in M 1 and M 2 are single-valued on each face belonging to the interior of T h,1 and T h,2 and on each face belonging to Σ 1 and Σ 2 . On the contrary, on each face F belonging to F h,Γ we have, in general,
This is the reason why the faces on Γ are attributed to both sets F h,1 and F h,2 in the definition (4). The same argument holds for functions belonging to the spaces M J,1 and M J,2 .
We set
In the sequel, u will represent the vector of the unknowns defined in the interior of each mesh element, p will represent the vector of the unknowns defined on the faces of the domain partition whereas v and q will represent the vectors of the test functions belonging to V and Q, respectively.
Based on definitions (6), we endow V and Q with the following norms:
For all u ∈ V, v ∈ V, and for all p ∈ Q, q ∈ Q, we introduce the following bilinear forms:
and the following linear functionals:
Finally, the DMH weak formulation of problem (1) can be written in abstract form as stated below. Remark 3.2. System (10) is an instance of abstract generalized saddle-point problems (59). We notice that a(·, ·) and b(·, ·) are the standard bilinear forms in a dual mixed hybrid formulation of a second-order boundary value problem with an advectiondiffusion-reaction operator (see [19, 5] ). On the contrary, the bilinear form c(·, ·) and 1 , AURELIO GIANCARLO MAURI 1 , AND GIOVANNA GUIDOBONI 2 the right-hand side G(·) contain the contributions of the Lagrange multipliers, conceptually borrowed from the 3F formulation, which allow us to enforce the transmission conditions (1c) and (1d). These contributions represent a novel aspect of the DMH method proposed in this article.
Definition 3.1 (DMH weak formulation). Given the linear functionals
Remark 3.3. Using the fact that functions µ i ∈ M i are single-valued on each face of F h,i , i = 1, 2, we see that the bilinear form b(u, q) defined in (8b) can be written in the following alternative (equivalent) manner
where
is the jump of J i across the face F ∈ F h,int,i , i = 1, 2. In Eq. (10)). Assume that r ∈ L ∞ (Ω) with
where c 0 := min {µ −1 max , r min }, and that
where C * is the smallest trace constant over T h and
Then, the DMH weak formulation (10) of problem (1) has a unique solution.
Proof. We apply Theorem A.1 reported in A.1. The first step of the proof is the verification of Assumptions (61). Using the discrete Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the bound (1f) and definitions (7), we see that (61) are satisfied by taking:
The second step of the proof is the verification of (62a). Building upon the analysis of [9, Section IV.1.4], we see that
with divq i = 0, and
Then, for all u ∈ V 0 , using Young's inequality we obtain
If assumption (14) holds, then c 0 > 0 and c 1 > 0 and (62a) is satisfied by taking k a = min {c 0 , c 1 }. The third step of the proof is the verification of (62b). To this end, we set U := (J 1 , 0, J 2 , 0) ∈ V, and for any given P := (µ 1 , µ 2 , 0, 0, 0) ∈ Q we consider the following auxiliary boundary value problems:
The application of the dual mixed method to (18) and the use of Green's formula leads to the following localized saddle-point problem:
Summing over the elements and over the two domains Ω i , i = 1, 2, and using (20), we obtain:
Using (18b) and the definition of norm in H(div; K), we obtain the following identity for all
Substituting (22) into (21) and applying the trace inequality over each element K yields
where C * is the smallest trace constant over T h . Replacing the above relation into (21), we see that (62b) is satisfied by taking k b = (C * ) −1 . The fourth step of the proof is the verification of (62c). Inserting the values of the continuity constants M a and M c and of the coercivity constants k a and k b found above into the definition of δ in (62c), we see that if (15) holds then δ < 1 and (62c) is satisfied. This completes the proof.
Remark 3.4. Having proved that (10) is uniquely solvable, we see that (10) can be written in the equivalent form: given F ∈ V , find u ∈ V H such that
where, for p given in Q, we set
and V H is the affine manifold
The DMH Galerkin finite element approximation
In this section we illustrate the Galerkin finite element approximation of the weak DMH formulation of problem (1) . To this end, in Section 4.1 we introduce the local and global finite element spaces. Then, in Section 4.2 we use the abstract theory reported in A.2 to prove that the DMH formulation admits a unique solution and exhibits optimal convergence with respect to the discretization parameter h.
4.1.
Finite element spaces. For any set S (in one, two or three spatial dimensions), we indicate by P r (S), r ≥ 0, the space of polynomials of degree ≤ r defined on S.
Moreover, we define RT 0 (K) := (P 0 (K)) 3 ⊕ P 0 (K)x and we define the following local polynomial spaces associated with the triangulation T h : The above spaces are local because they are defined within each element K of the triangulation T h and for each face F of the set of faces F h . We remark that:
The degrees of freedom for a vector-valued function v ∈ V(K) are the fluxes of v across each face of the boundary ∂K
where face F i is opposite to vertex P i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and n i is the outward unit normal vector on F i (see Figure 2 ). Using definition (26) we can write the generic function v ∈ V(K) as (27) where
are the local basis functions of the Raviart-Thomas/Nedelec finite element space of lowest order (RT0, see [43, 35, 44] ), having denoted by x i and |K| the coordinates of vertex P i and the volume of K, respectively. The degree of freedom of a function v belonging to V (K) is the value of v at the barycenter of K, whereas the degree of freedom of a function µ belonging to M (F ) is the value of µ at the barycenter of F . 1 , AURELIO GIANCARLO MAURI 1 , AND GIOVANNA GUIDOBONI In order to construct the finite dimensional spaces associated with (24) to be used for the internal approximation of the functional spaces (6), we distinguish between the spaces of functions defined inside each element of T h and the spaces of functions defined on each face of F h . For i = 1, 2, we have:
Having defined the global finite element spaces on the partitioned triangulation, we can define the global spaces on T h as:
4.2. The DMH numerical method. The DMH-RT0 FEM approximation of problem (1) can be written in abstract form as: given
where the bilinear forms a(·, ·), b(·, ·), c(·, ·) are defined in (8), the linear functionals F (·), G(·) are defined in (9) and the spaces V h and Q h are defined in (30) .
System (31) is a special instance of the approximate generalized saddle-point problem (64). Since V h ⊂ V and Q h ⊂ Q, the discrete continuity constants of the bilinear forms (8) 
The following lemma is a result of Theorem A.2 reported in A.2.
Lemma 4.1 (Well posedness of (31)). The DMH-RT0 FEM approximation (31) of problem (1) has a unique solution.
Remark 4.1. In analogy with Remark 3.4, having proved that (31) is uniquely solvable, we see that (31) can be written in the equivalent form: given
where, for p h given in Q h , we set
The equivalence results discussed in Remarks 3.4 and 4.1 allow us to apply Theorem 7.4.3 of [38] , which proves the convergence of the solution of (31) to the solution of (10). 
where:
Using in (33) the approximation theory for hybrid methods developed in [44] yields the following convergence estimates for the DMH-RT0 FEM.
Theorem 4.2 (Convergence of the DMH-RT0 FEM).
There exist positive constants C u and C p , independent of h, such that:
Moreover, using the techniques of [6] and [44, Section 21], we can prove the following post-processing error estimates. . There exist positive constants C 1 and C 2 , independent of h, such that:
where P 0 u is the L 2 projection of u on V i,h and u * h is the piecewise linear nonconforming interpolant of u h over T h [17] .
Remark 4.2. The error estimates (35) are superconvergence results for the DMH-RT0 FEM. In particular, error estimate (35a) tells us that u h is a very good approximation of u at the barycenter of each element K ∈ T h , whereas error estimate (35b) tells us that the piecewise linear nonconforming interpolant of u h over the mesh approximates the exact solution u with the same accuracy as that of the piecewise linear solution computed by the standard finite element method applied to problem (1).
Efficient implementation of the DMH method
In this section, we illustrate how to implement the DMH-RT0 FEM scheme (31) in a computationally efficient manner. To this end, we first discuss the properties of the linear algebraic system and then describe in detail the static condensation procedure that allows us to eliminate the internal variables u i , J i and the Lagrange multipliers J i in favor of u i and λ, i = 1, 2. 1 , AURELIO GIANCARLO MAURI 1 , AND GIOVANNA GUIDOBONI 2 5.1. System reduction through static condensation. Functions belonging to the finite dimensional space V h are completely discontinuous over T h . Similarly, functions belonging to the finite dimensional space Q h are completely discontinuous over F h . These properties can be profitably exploited to implement the DMH-RT0 FEM scheme in a very efficient manner through the use of static condensation. This procedure is basically a Gauss elimination algorithm that allows us to express all the variables of the numerical method as a function of a sole unknown, thereby reducing considerably the size of the linear algebraic system and enhancing the computational efficiency of the method. Static condensation, however, is not a feature specific of the DMH-RT0 FEM scheme proposed in the present article, but is widely adopted in finite element formulations. We refer to [6, 9] for an introduction to static condensation in mixed and hybrid finite element methods, to [16, 53] for an advanced use of static condensation in the context of Continuous and Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin methods and to [39] for a description of the use of static condensation as an algorithm to implement the method of Schur complement system. To apply static condensation to the DMH FEM it is convenient to write the linear algebraic system associated with problem (31) in full block form, which reads:
In the equation system (36), J i , u i , i = 1, 2, denote the vectors of the degrees of freedom for the internal variables J h and u h inside the partitioned triangulations T h,i , i = 1, 2. In particular, denoting by NE 1 the number of tetrahedra in T h,1 and by NE 2 the number of tetrahedra in T h,2 , we notice that J 1 is subdivided into a collection of NE 1 vectors of size equal to 4 and u 1 has size equal to NE 1 ; analogously, J 2 is subdivided into a collection of NE 2 vectors of size equal to 4 and u 2 has size equal to NE 2 . In the same spirit, matrix A 1 has a block diagonal structure of size NE 1 , where each block is the 4×4 flux matrix corresponding to an element of T h,1 , whereas matrix A 2 has a block diagonal structure of size NE 2 , where each block is the 4 × 4 flux matrix corresponding to an element of T h,2 . Similar considerations apply to the rectangular block matrices P i and N i := H i − P T i , i = 1, 2, and to the block matrices R i , i = 1, 2, that have a diagonal structure, each entry corresponding to an element of T h,1 and T h,2 , respectively. The unknown vectors u i , instead, contain the degrees of freedom of the hybrid variables u h,i , i = 1, 2, associated with each face of F h,i , i = 1, 2, and for this reason the size of u 1 is equal to NF 1 and the size of u 2 is equal to NF 2 , where NF 1 and NF 2 denote the number of faces in F h,1 and F h,2 , the faces belonging to the interface Γ being counted twice. The unknown vectors j i , i = 1, 2, contain the degrees of freedom of the flux Lagrange multipliers J h,i , i = 1, 2, associated with each face of F h,Γ,1 and F h,Γ,2 , respectively, and therefore their sizes are both equal to NF Γ , where NF Γ denotes the number of faces in F h,Γ . Finally, the unknown vector λ contains the degrees of freedom of the segregation condition Lagrange multiplier λ h associated with each face of F h,Γ , and therefore has size equal to NF Γ . The matrices D i , i = 1, 2, enforce the continuity of J h,i · n i across interelement boundaries in each triangulation T h,i . The matrices M Σ i , i = 1, 2, enforce the continuity of the Robin boundary boundary conditions (1e) on each face of Σ i . The matrices E i , i = 1, 2, enforce the identity between J h,i · n i and the Lagrange multiplier J h,i across each face belonging to F h,Γ,i , i = 1, 2. The matrices U 1 and U 2 enforce the transmission condition (1c) across each face of F h,Γ whereas the matrices −U T 1 and −κU T 2 enforce the segregation condition (1d) across each face of F h,Γ . In analogy to what happens for the matrices associated with the internal degrees of freedom in each partitioned triangulation, also the matrices D i , M Σ i , E i and U i have a block structure, each block corresponding to a face of F h,i , i = 1, 2. To conclude, the right-hand side vectors b i , b Σ i and b σ , contain the contributions due to the source term g in (1a), of the boundary terms β i in (1e) and of the interface flux term −σ in (1c), respectively. 5.1.1. Elimination of the internal variables J h and u h . The first and second equations in the block linear system (36) read:
whereas the third and fourth equations in the block linear system (36) read:
The two systems (37) and (38) have a local nature, that is, the unknown vector pairs (J i , u i ), i = 1, 2, are associated with each tetrahedron K belonging to T h,1 and T h,2 , respectively. In particular, we see that the 4×4 flux matrices A i , i = 1, 2, are symmetric and positive definite, so that (37a) and (38a) can be solved to obtain:
Then, we can substitute the above expressions in (37b) and (38b) to get: (40) become:
Matrices M i have size 1 × 1 and are invertible because of assumption (62a). Thus, equations (41) can be solved to obtain:
We can plug expressions (42) back into (39) to obtain the following affine equations for the degrees of freedom of the dual variable associated with each element K ∈ T h,i , i = 1, 2:
Elimination of the interface Lagrange multipliers
Restricting the fifth equation in the block linear system (36) to the faces belonging to F h,Γ,1 yields
whereas the restriction of the sixth equation in the block linear system (36) to the faces that belong to F h,Γ,2 yields
Since test functions µ h and approximate multipliers J h belong to the same discrete space M (F ) defined in (24c), equations (44a) and (44b) are uniquely solvable for each face F belonging to the interface Γ, and give:
where J 1 and J 2 are given by (43) . Also, since functions in the RT0 space (24a) satisfy the property
equations (44c) and (44d) assume the particularly simple form:
5.1.3. Elimination of the hybrid variables on the interface Γ. The seventh equation in the block linear system (36) yields
whereas the eigth equation in the block linear system (36) yields
Using the same argument as for the variable J h , we see that equations (45) are uniquely solvable for each face F belonging to the interface Γ, and give:
We notice that equations (46) allow to express the segregation condition (1d) in the DMH formulation in the same manner as in the 3F method.
5.1.4.
Construction of the linear algebraic system. Having expressed the internal variable J h in favor of the hybrid variable u h , the Lagrange multiplier J h in favor of J h on Γ and the hybrid variable u h in favor of the Lagrange multiplier λ h on Γ, we proceed as follows:
(step a): we use the fifth equation in the block linear system (36) to enforce the interelement continuity of J 1,h · n 1 | F at each F ∈ F h,int,1 and the boundary condition (1e) at each F ∈ F h,Σ,1 . (step b): we use the sixth equation in the block linear system (36) to enforce the interelement continuity of J 2,h · n 2 | F at each F ∈ F h,int,2 and the boundary condition (1e) at each F ∈ F h,Σ,2 ; (step c): we use the ninth equation in the block linear system (36) to enforce the transmission condition (1c) at each F ∈ F h,Γ . A graphical representation of each of the above three steps is shown in Figure 3 . where U ∈ R NF is the vector of degrees of freedom represented by the values of u h on each face of F h , excluding those belonging to Γ, and the values of λ h on each face belonging to Γ, K ∈ R NF×NF is the stiffness matrix and t ∈ R NF is the load vector, with NF denoting the number of faces of F h . Each equation in (47) can be written in explicit form as
where Adj(F ) denotes the set of faces G ∈ F h that have a vertex in common with the closure of F . We notice that each row of system (47) corresponding to an internal face F has 7 nonzero entries (cf. Figure 3 , left panel) whereas each row of system (47) corresponding to a boundary face F has 4 nonzero entries (cf. Figure 3 , right panel).
Remark 5.1. The unique solvability of (47) is a consequence of Lemma 4.1.
Remark 5.2. The assembly of the stiffness matrix K and of the load vector t in (47) can be conducted using piecewise linear finite elements for the approximation of the primal variable u as in a standard displacement-based computer code. In particular, a for loop is performed over the elements K ∈ T h and for each element the local 4 × 4 stiffness matrix L In the above code, K indicates the global index of element K in the mesh structure, Lel is the connectivity matrix such that Lel(K,i), i=1,2,3,4 contains the global index of the face of K locally numbered by i. In addition, GlobStiffMat and GlobLoadVec are the global stiffness matrix and global load vector, respectively, whereas LocStiffMat and LocLoadVec are their local counterparts. We notice that the assembly in the DMH-RT0 FEM scheme is performed on a face-oriented basis, whereas in the standard FEM scheme the assembly is performed on a vertex-oriented basis.
5.1.5. Post-processing. Once the reduced system (47) is solved, the values of u h on each face of F h,Γ,i , i = 1, 2, can be computed by means of (46) . Then, the internal variables J h and u h are recovered using (43) and (42) over each K ∈ T h .
Artificial diffusion stabilization
In this section we describe one of the novel contributions of this article to the theory and development of dual mixed hybrid methods, namely, the introduction of a stabilization mechanism that automatically ensures numerical robustness to the scheme in the case of advection-dominated regimes, a situation that is particularly relevant in the application of problem (1) to realistic problems of mass transport in heterogeneous domains. To quantitatively characterize the weight of advection with respect to the diffusion, for each element K ∈ T h , we set v K := v(x B,K ), where x B,K is the barycenter of K, and we define the local Pèclet number as
where e i , i = 1, . . . , 6, is the vector connecting two vertices of K. Relation (49) extends to the case of tetrahedral elements the definition given in [1] in the case of triangular elements. If Pe K < 1 the problem is locally diffusion-dominated whereas if Pe K > 1 the problem is locally advection-dominated. In this latter case, an effective approach to prevent the onset of numerical instabilities consists of introducing an artificial diffusion tensor µ * K constructed in such a way to locally increase the diffusion mechanism. Following [7, 36] and [38, Chapter 6] , the modified diffusion tensor to be used in the artificial diffusion method is defined as
The effect of numerical dissipation is minimized if artificial diffusion is added only in the streamline direction, as done in the Streamline Upwind Petrov-Galerkin method introduced in [12] . To follow this approach, if |v K | = 0, we define the streamline unit vector
and set
The amount of artificial diffusion depends on the stabilization function Φ that is required to satisfy the following properties:
We refer to [45] for a detailed illustration and analysis of several choices for Φ. In the numerical examples reported in Section 8 we use the following form of the stabilization function
where Be(t) := t/(e t − 1) is the inverse of the Bernoulli function. The choice (51e) satisfies properties (51c)-(51d), and in particular it can be seen that
The above relation shows that the artificial diffusion based on (51e) decreases quadratically as the mesh size becomes small, and because of this asymptotic behavior the choice (51e) is referred to as optimal artificial diffusion (see [12] and [36] ). Another popular choice of Φ, that is also implemented in the numerical examples reported in Section 8, is the so-called Upwind method for which
The upwind stabilization based on (51g) introduces an artificial diffusion that decreases only linearly as the mesh size becomes small, therefore worsening the accuracy of the computed solution. On the other hand, when Pe K becomes large, the optimal artificial diffusion and upwind stabilizations practically coincide, thereby supporting the use of (51e) in all regimes instead of (51g) (see also [7] for further discussion of this issue).
Spectral analysis of the stabilized diffusion tensor
In this section we study the spectrum of the stabilized diffusion tensor (50) as a function of the transport parameters that characterize the problem at hand. The analysis is carried out for the stabilization function (51e) but similar considerations apply to the stabilization function (51g). Denoting by Λ i and X i , i = 1, 2, 3, the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of (µ h ) K , an explicit computation yields
The stabilized diffusion tensor is a symmetric positive definite 3 × 3 matrix. Replacing (51e) into the expression of Λ 3 we obtain
If the local Pèclet number is very small, a Taylor expansion of Be(2Pe K ) in the neighbourhood of 0 yields Λ 3 = µ, so that (µ h ) K coincides with µ K = µI, as expected, because the problem is not advection-dominated and thus no stabilization is actually needed. Conversely, if the local Pèclet number is much larger than 1 the quantity Be(2Pe K ) can be neglected in (52e), yielding
Therefore, in the case where problem (1) is locally advection-dominated the threedimensional surface representing the spectrum of the stabilized diffusion tensor in the euclidean space R 3 is an ellipsoid centered in the origin, with the x 1 and x 2 principal axes of equal length and with a strongly elongated principal axis x 3 . which shows that the stabilization introduces a contribution only along the z axis that is the streamline direction.
Numerical results
In this section we perform a thorough validation of the performance of the proposed method. To this end, we have implemented problem (1) and the DMH-RT0 FEM scheme proposed for its discretization within the computational software MP-FEMOS (Multi-Physics Finite Element Modeling Oriented Simulator) that has been developed by one of the authors [33, 32, 3, 34, 47] . MP-FEMOS is a general-purpose modular code based on the Galerkin Finite Element Method that is programmed in a fully 3D framework through shared libraries using an object-oriented language (C++). Several situations are addressed. In Section 8.1 the accuracy of the scheme is studied in two different cases, corresponding to non active and active interface. In Section 8.2 the stability of the scheme is studied in different regimes, corresponding to low and high local Pèclet numbers. In all test cases, the simulation domain is the unit cube (0, 1) × (0, 1) × (0, 1) with the interface at z = 0.5. Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied at the bottom and top faces of the cube, with u = 0 at the bottom and u = 1 at the top, whereas homogeneous Neumann conditions are imposed for J on the lateral surface. (1) is the pair:
where λ 1,2 = (v z ± v 2 z + 4rµ)/(2µ) and
e λ 2 − e λ 1 . Figure 5 (left panel) illustrates the errors associated with the scalar variable u whereas Figure 5 (right panel) shows the errors associated with the vector variable J. Results indicate that: (i) the DMH formulation is linearly converging with respect to (w.r.t.) the graph norm in the L 2 × H(div)-topology; (ii) u h quadratically converges to the value of u at the barycenters of T h ; and (iii) u h quadratically converges to the value of u w.r.t. the discrete maximum norm and the L 2 norm. These outcomes are in complete agreement with the theoretical estimates of Section 4.2 and with existing theoretical estimates for the DMH formulation applied to the solution of elliptic boundary value problems on a single domain (see [6, 19, 9, 5] ). 8.1.2. Active interface. Let us set µ = 1, r = 1, g = 1, v = v z e 3 , v z = 1, as in the previous section, and let us set κ = 2 and σ = 1 to model the active interface. The exact solution of system (1) is the pair: where λ 1,2 = (v z ± v 2 z + 4rµ)/(2µ) and the four constants C k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the solutions of the following linear system Cc = g,
The error curves obtained for this problem are shown in Figure 6 . Results are very similar to those obtained in the case of a nonactive interface. A three-dimensional view of the solutions u h and J h,z computed by the DMH-RT0 FEM scheme is reported in Figure 7 whereas Figure 8 shows a a cross-sectional view of the along the z-axis of the same computed quantities. Results indicate that the method is able to accurately capture the jump discontinuity even with a rather coarse partition of the domain. }. Results show that as Pe K increases, the non stabilized method starts to display spurious unphysical oscillations in the boundary layer region, which tend to propagate backwards throughout the computational domain because of the markedly hyperbolic behavior of the problem. On the contrary, the stabilized method is characterized by a robust behavior with respect to the increase of the local Pèclet number, showing in particular that the SG stabilized DMH method computes a solution that is much more accurate than that computed by the Upwind stabilized in the boundary layer region. 8.2.2. Active interface. In this section, we assume that the interface located at z = 0.5 is active and set κ = 2 and σ = 1. Moreover, the values of model coefficients are selected in such a way that the problem is diffusion-dominated in one subregion and advection-dominated in the other region. Specifically, in the first case of study we set µ = 1, v = v z e 3 , v z = 1, in Ω 1 and µ = 0.0325, v = v z e 3 in Ω 2 , so that Pe K | Ω 1 = 0.0541 and Pe K | Ω 2 = 1.6654. In the second case of study we set µ = 1, v z = 1 in Ω 1 and µ = 0.008125, v z = 1 in Ω 2 , so that Pe K | Ω 1 = 0.0541 and Pe K | Ω 2 = 6.6618. Thus, in 1 , AURELIO GIANCARLO MAURI 1 , AND GIOVANNA GUIDOBONI both cases of study the problem is diffusion-dominated in Ω 1 and advection-dominated in Ω 2 . Figure 10 shows a cross-sectional view of the reconstructed solution u * h along the z-axis. In both cases we see that: (a) the non stabilized and stabilized solutions correctly capture the sharp discontinuity at z = 0.5; (b) the non stabilized solution displays increasing instabilities in the boundary layer region at z = 1 as Pe K increases; (c) the two stabilized solutions capture the boundary layer without any unphysical oscillations.
Conclusions and perspectives
In this work we have proposed, analyzed and numerically validated a novel dual mixed hybrid (DMH) finite element method (FEM), based on the Raviart-Thomas finite element space of lowest order (RT0), for the numerical approximation of a boundary value problem with diffusive, advective and reactive terms to be solved in a threedimensional domain with transmission conditions across a selective interface.
The new formulation combines in a unified framework a pair of Lagrange multipliers to account for the interface conditions, with the dual mixed hybrid method for the weak formulation and discretization of the problem. To stabilize the computation against advection dominance, an artificial diffusion is introduced along the streamline direction, as in the SUPG method.
The resulting scheme is a flexible and robust numerical approach for the treatment of heterogeneous problems where model coefficients may be subject to wide variations over the partitioned computational domain and sharp discontinuities of the primal variable and of the associated flux density may occur at the interface.
The well-posedness of the scheme is analyzed using the abstract theory of saddlepoint problems and optimal error estimates are proved with respect to the finite element discretization parameter. An efficient implementation of the method within the computational platform MP-FEMOS is made possible by the use of static condensation to eliminate the internal variables and the Lagrange multipliers for the dual variable at the interface in favor of the hybrid variable and of the Lagrange multiplier for the primal variable at the interface.
Extensive numerical tests demonstrate the theoretical conclusions and indicate that the proposed DMH-RT0 FEM scheme is accurate and stable in the presence of marked interface jump discontinuities of both solution and associated normal flux. In the case of strongly dominating advective terms, the proposed method is capable to accurately resolve steep boundary and/or interior layers without introducing spurious unphysical oscillations or excessive smearing of the solution front.
Next objectives of the ongoing research activity on the proposed method include:
• extending the implementation to domains with multiple interfaces. This will allow us to study more realistic physical situations such as the case of the interaction between two cellular compartments separated by an extracellular fluid [25] or the case of the design of advanced memories in nanoelectronics in which materials are characterized by the presence of localized defects [49] ; • extending the mathematical model to nonlinear transmission conditions at the interface. This will allow us to study more realistic physical problems such as the case of semipermeable membranes [26] or biochemical reactions in cellular biology [52] ; 1 , AURELIO GIANCARLO MAURI 1 , AND GIOVANNA GUIDOBONI
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• extending the numerical approach and its application to transmission models to Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) methods. This will allow us to benefit from the high flexibility of the HDG computational framework, in particular the possibility of adopting standard polynomial basis functions for both primal and dual variables, including the case of equal-order interpolation [15] ; • extending the DMH numerical scheme to the case where the geometrical discretization of the domain Ω is not fitted with the interface Γ. This will allow us to combine the discontinuous features of the DMH method with the flexible and efficient computational framework of Extended Finite Elements (XFEM), as recently analyzed in [22] in the study of XFEM-based approximation of flow in fractured porous media; • extending the theoretical analysis of the convergence of the scheme to include the artificial diffusion stabilization of Section 6. This will allow us to characterize the effect of the perturbation term µ * K in (50) on the accuracy of the method as h is sufficiently small by estimating the introduced consistency error with the Strang Lemma [38, Chapter 5] .
the kernel of the bilinear form b. In the following we address the well-posedness analysis of (59) and of its Galerkin finite element approximation. We refer to [9] , [44] , [38] and [8] for further details and examples.
A.1. The continuous case. Several theoretical results for establishing the well-posedness of (59) have been obtained in the case c = 0. The case c = 0 is treated in [9] and, in more detail, in [8] . A more general setting including two bilinear forms b 1 , b 2 , with b 1 = b 2 , is studied in [37] . A further extension is developed in [29] , where the authors analyze a Petrov-Galerkin formulation. The following result can be derived from Theorem 2 of [29] . 
Assume also that: |G(q)| q Q
